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30
       

Tessellation
By studying this lesson, you will be able to, 

 ² identify what regular tessellations and semi-regular tessellations are,
 ² select suitable polygons to create regular and semi-regular tessellations, and
 ² create regular and semi-regular tessellations.  

30'1   Tessellation

Let us recall what was learnt in Grade 7 about tessellation.

Covering a certain space using one or more shapes, in a repeated pattern, without 
gaps and without overlaps is called tessellation. An arrangement of  shapes of this 
form is also called a tesselation.     

If a tessellation consists of one shape only, it is called a pure 
tessellation.

If a tessellation consists of two or more shapes, it is called a 
semi-pure tessellation.

In tessellations where rectilinear plane figures are used, the sum of the angles 
around each vertex point is 360o. 

 Therefore, the shapes that are selected for such tessellations should be such that the 
360o around a point on a plane can be covered without gaps and without overlaps 
with the selected shapes.

Do the following review exercise to revise the facts you have learnt previously on 
tessellation.

Review Exercise

^1& In your exercise book, draw a tessellation consisting of only equilateral 
triangular shapes.
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^2& For each of the following tessellations, write with reasons whether it is a pure 
tessellation or a semi-pure tessellation.

(a) (b)

(e)

(d)

(c)

^3& Select and write the numbers of the plane figures which are regular polygons. 
     
         
     

  

(i)

(iv)

(ii)

(v)

(iii)

(vi)
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30'2   Regular tessellation

We know that a polygon with sides of equal length and interior angles of equal 
magnitude is a regular polygon. Equilateral triangles, squares, regular pentagons 
and regular hexagons are examples of regular polygons.  

A tessellation created using only one regular polygonal shape is known as a 
regular tessellation.

When creating a regular tessellation, 

 ² a vertex of one geometrical shape should not be on a side of another geometrical 
shape.

Figure 1

In the tessellation in Figure 1 created with equilateral 
triangles, all the shapes are identical regular polygons. 
A vertex of any triangle is not located on a side of 
another triangle. Therefore this is a regular tessellation. 

Figure 2

In the creation in Figure 2, although identical regular 
polygons have been used, the vertices of some 
polygons lie on the sides of other polygons. Therefore, 
this is not a regular tessellation.   

Activity 1

Step 1  -  Trace these regular 
polygonal shapes onto 
coloured paper using a 
tissue paper and cut 

   out 10 shapes of each 
kind.

Step 2 -  Create a regular 
tessellation using only 
the triangular shapes 
and paste it in your 

    exercise book.
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Step 3 -  Examine each of the other shapes carefully and check whether a 
regular tessellation can be created.

Step 4 -  Using the shapes that were identified above as those with which 
regular tessellations can be created, create regular tessellations and 
paste them in your exercise book.

Step 5 -  Find out how many types of regular polygons can be used to create 
regular tessellations.

Step 6 -  Investigate the condition that needs to be satisfied by an interior 
angle of a regular polygon, to be able to create a regular tessellation 
with that polygon.

According to the above activity, we can create regular tessellations by using either 
equilateral triangles or squares or regular hexagons only.

In the creation of regular tessellations, the vertices of the regular shapes used should 
meet at particular points. These are called the vertices of the tessellations. 
The sum of the angles around each vertex point of a tessellation is 360o.
It must be clear to you through the above activity that a regular tessellation can 
be created by using a particular regular polygon, only if 360o is a multiple of the 
magnitude of an interior angle of that polygon.
An interior angle of a regular pentagon is 108o.  Since 3600 is not divisible by 108o, 
we cannot create a regular tessellation by using a regular pentagon.  

30'3   Semi-regular tessellation 

Tessellations created using two or more regular polygons, and such that the 
same polygons in the same order (when considered clockwise or anticlockwise) 
surround each vertex point are called semi-regular tessellations. 
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A
B

Given here is a semi-regular tessellation created    using 
squares and equilateral triangles.   

Observe how the polygons are positioned at the vertex points A and B. You can see 
that three triangular shapes and two square shapes meet at each of these two points. 
At both points, the three triangles and the two squares are positioned in the same 
order, with the three triangles together followed by the two squares next to each 
other.
 

This feature can be observed in the whole tessellation.   

This is a feature of a semi-regular tessellation.  That is, in a semi-regular tessellation, 
the same polygonal shapes should surround each vertex point and they should be 
positioned in the same order around these points. 

A

B

This tessellation is made up of equilateral 
triangles and regular hexagons. Observe the 
vertex points A and B carefully. We can clearly 
see that the orders in which the polygons 
are positioned around these two points are 
different to each other.

Since the orders in which the shapes are positioned at different vertex points are not 
identical, this tessellation is not a semi-regular tessellation.

Step 1  - Cut out the shapes used in Activity 1 again using coloured paper.

Step 2 -  Create semi-regular tessellations using two types of shapes and paste 
them in your exercise book.

Step 3 - Create semi-regular tessellations using three types of shapes and paste 
them in your  exercise book.

Activity 2
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There are 8 types of semi-regular tessellations that can be created on a plane. They 
are given below.

(i)

(iv)

(vii)

(ii)

(v)

(iii)

(vi)

(viii)

Exercise 30.1
 

^1& (i)  What are the regular polygons that can be used to create regular 
tessellations? 

(ii)  How many types of regular tessellations are there?
(iii)  Each interior angle of a certain regular polygon is 98o. Explain whether a 

regular tessellation can be created using this polygon. 
^2& Some figures are given below.

(i)  Select and write the letters corresponding to the figures which are regular 
tessellations.
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(ii) Select and write the letters corresponding to the figures which are                                
semi-regular tessellations.

(a) (b) (c)

(e) (f)(d)

(h) (i)(g)

(k) (l)(j)

(n) (o)(m)
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(q) (r)(p)

^3& Explain with reasons whether each of the following tessellations which have   
been created using regular polygons is a semi-regular tessellation or not.

    

Miscellaneous Exercise

Prepare several regular/semi-regular tessellations that are suitable for wall hangings. 

Summary

 	 A tessellation created using only one regular polygonal shape is known as a 
regular tessellation.

 	 Tessellations created using two or more regular polygonal shapes, and 
such that the same polygons in the same order (when considered clockwise 
or anticlockwise) surround each vertex point are called semi-regular 
tessellations. 
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Revision Exercise 3 

^1& A wax cube of side length 6 cm is given. 

   (i) Find the volume of the wax cube. 
 (ii) Write the above answer as a product of prime factors. 

(iii) The given wax cube is melted and eight equal size cubes are made without  
wastage.  If the side lengths of the two cubes are integral values, write the side 
length of each cube separately.

^2& The shaded portion of the cylindrical container in the figure contains              
550 ml of water. Estimate the capacity of the container.

^3& The length, breadth and height of a cuboidal shaped container are 8 cm, 6 cm and                   
10 cm respectively. Find the following.

(i)  The capacity of the container. 
(ii)  The volume of water in the container if water is filled up to a height of 6 cm.

^4& With the aid of figures, explain the terms given below which are related to circles.
² Chord       ² Arc  ² Sector        ² Segment 

^5& For each part given below, select the correct answer from within the brackets by 
considering the given number line. 

(i)  The number indicated by A is 
−4 −3 −2 −1   0 1 2 3 4

CABEFD

     (1 

1
2

  " −0'5" 
1
2

)    
(ii)  The number indicated by F is 

     (−2'5" −1'5" −3 

1
2

  ) 
(iii)  According to the numbers indicated by B and D,
 (B > D, D > B)
(iv)  According to the numbers indicated by C, D and E,  
 (C  > E  and  D  >  E,        D  >  E > C,      D < E  <  C)

^6& Represent each of the following inequalities on a separate 
 number line.

(i)  x > 2  (ii)  x < −1  (iii) x ≤ 3  (iv) −2 < x ≤ 3  
(v)  0 ≤ x < 5

0

F
B

A

C

G

D E

−2

−4

−6

64 5

2

4

6

1−2−3−4 2 3 x

y

−1
^7& Write the coordinates of the points A, B, C, D, E, F 

and G that are marked on the Cartesian plane. 
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^8& Draw a Cartesian plane with the x and y axes marked from -5 to 5.
 (i)  Draw the graphs of the straight lines given by   x = −2" y = 3" x = 5 and y = −4 

on the above Cartesian plane.
(ii)  Write the coordinates of the  points of intersection of the above graphs.

^9& From the sets of length measurements given below, write the sets that could be the 
lengths of the sides of a triangle.
(i)  4'2 cm " 5'3 cm" 6 cm 

(ii)  12'3 cm " 5'7 cm" 6'6 cm
(iii)  8'5 cm " 3'7 cm" 4'3 cm
(iv) 15 cm " 9 cm" 12 cm

^10& Construct triangles with the following measurements as side lengths.
(i)   8 cm " 6 cm" 10 cm 

(ii) 6'3 cm " 3'5 cm" 8'2 cm

^11& (i)  Construct the triangle ABC such that   AB = 7'2 cm" BC = 5 cm and AC = 6'7 cm'

(ii) Measure and write the magnitude of ABC  in the above triangle. 
 

^12& The lengths of the calls received on a certain day by a person who uses a mobile phone 
are given below to the nearest minute.

3" 2" 5" 10" 1" 3" 7" 3" 4" 6" 2" 4" 3" 8" 11" 4" 3" 2 

(i) Write the range of the given set of data.
(ii) What is the mode?

(iii) Write the median.
(iv)  Using the mean, estimate the time in hours and minutes that could be expected to 

be spent on 100 calls that are received by this person.

^13& Write the scales given below using a different method.
(i) Representing 100 m by 1 cm.
(ii) Representing 0.25 km by 1 cm.

(iii) 1 ( 50000

(v) Representing 3
4
 km by 1 cm.

^14& (i) In a scale diagram drawn to the scale 1: 50000, what is the actual distance in 
kilometres represented by 3.5 cm?

(ii) The scale selected to draw a scale diagram is 1: 0.5. Find the length of the straight 
line segment that needs to be drawn to represent 3.5 km.

^15& Three points A, B and C are located on a flat ground. B is situated 800 m away from A 
is 60o east of north and C is situated 600 m away from B is 30o east of south. Illustrate 
this information with a sketch.
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^16& The figure shows five types of plane 
figures printed on 5 identical cards. The 
cards are mixed well and one card is 

picked randomly. The  plane figure on the picked card is recorded and the card is re-
placed. Another card is picked randomly as before, and again the plane figure on it is 
recorded. The results obtained by conducting this experiment repeatedly are given in 
the following table.

  

Figure

Tally marks '''''''''''

Number of outcomes ''''''''''' ''''''''''' 9 ''''''''''' '''''''''''

(i) Copy the table and complete it.
(ii) How many times was this experiment repeated?

(iii) Write the fraction of success of obtaining the shape   '

(iv) Draw the shape of the plane figure with the highest fraction of success.
(v) Draw the shapes of the plane figures with equal fractions of success and write this 

fraction.

^17& A bag contains 2 red pens, 3 blue pens and 1 black pen of identical shape and size. A 
pen is taken out randomly. Find the probability of it being,
(i) a black pen.
(ii) a blue pen or a black pen

(iii) a green pen.

^18& From the given figures, select the shapes that can be used to create regular tessellations 
and write their corresponding letters.

       (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

^19& Copy each of the statements given below and place a  —˜  before the statement 
if it is correct and a  —˜ if it is incorrect. 

 (i) A circle has no rotational symmetry.
(ii)  Only rectilinear plane figures have rotational symmetry. 
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Glossary 

Arc of a circle  jD;a; pdmh   tl;ltpy; 

Area  j¾.M,h   gug;gsT  

Base  wdOdrlh   mb   

Capacity  Odß;dj   nfhss; sT   

Cartesian co-ordinate plane  ldáiSh LKavdxl;,h   njff; hlb;d;Ms$;wW;jj;sk; 

Centre  flakaøh  ikak;

Chord  cHdh   ehz;; 

Circle  jD;a;h  tl;lk;  

Closed figures  ixjD; rEm  %ba cU

Commiunication  ikaksfõokh    njhlu;ghly;  
Continued ratios  ixhqla; wkqmd;  $l;Ltpfpjk;

Compound solids  ixhqla; >kjia;= $l;Lj;jpz;kq;fs; 

Construction  ks¾udKh    mikg;G

Conversion  mßj¾;kh  tFg;G vy;iy

Cube  >klh  rJuKfp   

Cuboid  >kldNh  fdTU    

Data  o;a; juT

Decimal numbers  oYu ixLhd   jrk vz;fs; 

Denomínator  yrh   gFjp 

Direction  ÈYdj   jpir

Distance  ÿr   J}uk;

Elements  wjhj  %yfk

Events that do not occur  isÿ fkdjk isoaê  elfF;k;epfor;r;pfs; 

Events that definitely occur  iaÓr jYfhka isÿ jk isoaê  

Events  isoaê   epfo;r;rpfs; 

Experiment  mÍlaIKh    gupNrhjid

Experimental probability  mÍlaIKd;aul iïNdú;dj  gupNrhjid Kiw epfo;rr;pfs; 

Flow chart .e,Sï igyk   gha;r;rw; Nfhl;Lg;glk;

Formula  iQ;%h   #j;jpuk;   

Fraction of success  id¾:l Nd.h  ntw;wpg;gpd;dk;

Fraction  Nd.h   gpd;dk;

Fractions  Nd.   gpd;dk;   

Greenwich meridian line .%sksÉ uOHdyak f¾Ldj fpwpd;tPr;fpilf;NfhL

Greater than  jvd úYd,    ,Yk; ngupa

Perpendicular height (or altitude) WÉph   cauk   

Infinite  wmßñ;   Kbtpyp 

International date line  cd;Hka;r Èk f¾Ldj  ru;tNjr jpfjpf;NfhL  
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Latitude  wlaIdxY   mfyf;NfhL; 

Location  msysàu     mikT

Longitude  foaYdxY   neLqN; fhL

Maximum value  Wmßu w.h   $ba ngWkhdk;    

Minimum value  wju w.h   Fiwe;j ngWkhdk    

Null set  wNsY+kH l=,lh   ntWe;njhil

Number of elements of a set  l=,lhl wjhj ixLHdj %yfq;fspd; vz;zpf;if

Numerator ,jh   njhFjp

Ordered pairs  mámdá.; hq.,     tupirg;gl;l Nrhb

Percentages  m%;sY;  rjtPjk;   

Polygon  nyq wi%h    gy;Nfhzp

Likelihood  úh yelshdj  ,ay;jfT

Probability  iïNdú;dj   epfo;jfT

Protractor  fldaK udkh   ghifkhzp

Quadrant  jD;a; mdol   fhw;gFjp

Random events  iuyr úg isÿ jk isoaê   rpyNtis elfF;k;epfor;r;pfs;

  ^wyUq isoaê&  (vOkhwhd epfo;r;rpfs)

Range  mrdih   vz; njhlup    

Ratio  wkqmd;h   tpfpjk; 

Rectangle  RcqfldaKdi%h  nrt;tfk; 

Right angled triangle  RcqfldaKs ;s%fldaKh   nrq;Nfhz Kf;Nfhzp  

Regular tessellation  iúê fgi,dlrK    xOq;fhd njryhf;fk; 

Rough sketch  o< igyk   gUk;gb glk;  

Scale  mßudKh  mstpil

Sector of a circle  flakaøsl LKavh   Miur;rpiw

Segment of a circle  jD;a; LKavh   tl;lj;Jz;lk; 

Semi-regular tessellation  w¾O iúê fi,dlrK    miuj; J}a njryhf;fkp

Set   l=,lh   njhil

Sides of a triangle ;%sfldaKhl mdo    Kf;Nfhzpapd; gf;fq;fs; 

Simple equation  ir, iólrK    vspa rkd;ghLfs;  
Solution  úi÷u   jPu;T    
Square  iup;=ri%h   rJuk;
Stem and leaf diagram  jDka; m;% igyk   jz;L - ,iy tiuG

Symmetry  iuñ;sh   rkr;rPu; 

Tesselation  fgi,dlrK    njryhf;fk; 

Theoretical probability  ffioaOdka;sl iïNdú;dj  mwpKiw epfo;jfT

Time zones  ld, l,dm  fhytyak;

Triangle ;%sfldaKh    Kf;Nfhzp  

True length  ienE È.   cz;ik ePsk; 

Unknown  w{d;h   njupahf;fzpak;   

Volume  mßudj   fdtsT   


